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Rain or Shine, byss mobile Takes   
Personalized Weather Reporting Mobile

The InstaWeather app uses GPS tracking to determine users’ current  
locations and feeds detailed climate information including temperature, 
wind power and direction, air pressure, and forecast.  Users can snap 
photos, add text and share instantly with their friends all over the world.  
Crisp graphics, a user-friendly interface and 70 different “skins” or looks 
let users design their messages with frames and overlays.  

Tablet Users Share the Weather and the World with   
InstaWeather 

The latest Android* tablets equipped with Intel Atom processors enable 
InstaWeather users to share their surroundings while on the go. The 
versatility, portability and lightweight design give travelers a way to  
personalize and compare the weather in one simple interface. The solid 
performance of the Android* tablet platform means that once users have 
downloaded the app, they have a mobile, versatile tool with which to share 
weather reports.   

Users can share sharp, vivid photos accompanied by stylish graphics  
and individualized captions from anywhere where there is an Internet  
connection.  Friends and family can visit a closely recreated atmosphere 
and compare the weather via social media sites like Facebook* and  
Twitter*.  The dependable functionality of Android* tablets gives travelers 
the unique ability to show off their present environments.   

Now Available for Intel® Atom™ Tablets for Android* 

Creating a personal narrative about time and place is easier than ever now that InstaWeather application is optimized 
for Intel® Atom™ tablets for Android*. Reporting current weather conditions takes on a whole new meaning in the 
app’s clever, simple format. Users can take photos, access up-to-date, local conditions and comment on their  
experiences. This app’s new compatibility with Android* tablets means a larger audience of travelers and adventurers 
have access to creative forecasting. 

Features of InstaWeather 
for Intel Atom Tablets for 
Android*
  
  • Intuitive Interface
  • Updated Weather and Current    
    Conditions 
  • Photo Sharing
  • Editable Text
  • Customizable “Skins” or Looks



*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.
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InstaWeather Brings Customizable Weather Reports to Broad Audience of Tablet Users  

Now available for Intel Atom tablets for Android*, InstaWeather is a fun and functional app for weather lovers on the 
go. The app enables users to share moments of rain or shine with friends and family. 

InstaWeather is available for immediate download on Google Play.  
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=air.byss.mobi.instaweatherfree

The latest version is even faster and 
more responsive.

A simple, intuitive interface lets   
users create a personal forecast.

New “Skins” add fresh, unique look 
to the weather.


